Methodology and Manuals

- Country Notes
- Data quality and metadata (UNSD, Hanoi 2010)
- IMTS: Concepts and Definitions, Rev. 3 (2010)
- Calculation of dollar value in trade statistics - Current value or constant dollar value
- Quantity and Weight Data in UN Comtrade
- Methodology for estimating bilateral trade flows
- New Canadian International Trade Price Index: Brief Overview
- Special trade system
- National Practices in Compilation and Dissemination of External Trade Index Numbers
- Import-Export Unit Value Indices
- Price and Quantity Measurement in External Trade: Two studies of national practice
- Trade valuation
- Conversion from volume (code 7) and number (code 5) to weight (code 8)
- Asymmetry in foreign trade statistics in Mediterranean partner countries
- Methodological synthesis of the Mexican international merchandise trade statistics
- Bilateral asymmetries
- Eurostat - Manual on the FATS
- IMF Data Quality Assessment Framework
- Mirrors statistics
- Reconciliation statistics - Example: Germany
- Chile: Supplementary Topics
- Eurostat: The INTRASTAT system
- National Quality Assurance Frameworks
- Quality Framework for OECD Statistical Activities
- System of National Accounts 2008 - 2008 SNA
- Guidelines on Principles of a System of Price and Quantity Statistics